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Thought
By C H A R L E S R. M U R P H Y
B r e a k ! and a stir of sod and you have vanished!
And t h e halter-rope upon t h e fence is h a n g i n g
Motionless, and motionless t h e meadow
Whose emptiness flood-day m a y not diminish.
You have outrimmed t h e verge of our horizon;
Field after field to strangeness shall we follow?
Or is t h e r e chance t h a t in a n e a r green hiding
You be a t cropping innocent in pasture,
Slyly consenting with your s t r e n g t h and beauty.
Beast-like, guest-like, obliquely a t the doorway.
To lend yourself to m a s t e r y and stall?

Thinking
By V I R G I N I A WOODS MACKALL
Some t h o u g h t s a r e tremulous a s birds
Hovering high in air.
B u t when I h u n t t h e m down with words
They a r e not t h e r e .
While some go scufrying about
Like mice t h a t gnaw and tease,
And though I coax t h e m won't come out
F o r any cheese!
B u t others, like a flock of fish.
Golden and well confined.
Swim round and round and round t h e dish
T h a t is my mind.

Books
The Passionate Pilgrim
The Letters of Henry James. Selected and Edited by Percy
Lubbock. 2 vols Charles Scribner's Sons.
HE Anglo-Saxon race could never have endured so long the
centrifugal energy which has sent its members flying off
to all and desperate corners of the earth had there not been at
the same time that centripetal contraction which draws so many
good Englishmen eventually home to roost in the mother island.
Of all these homing creatures Henry James is the great latter
laureate, none the less so because of his birth under an alien
political system. Indeed, the diifering political systems of England and the -United States were simply nothing to him, who
knew and cared so little for man as a political animal. These
amazing letters make clear as never before how thoroughly to
such a master of language it was language which outlined the
empire of the English and bound its various parts together in
spite of such surface matters as oceans and revolutions. Henry
James was a loyalist to the tongue of England, who never
learned, as students of language perfectly well know, that Westminster can no more make—has no more any right to claim to
make—the speech and spelling of Virginia or California than
it can make their statutes. And of course speech was for
Henry James but a symbol of all the customs which he thought
of as centering in or about London and to which he drew near
with a passion of return which argues an atavistic hankering
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in his blood more strong than almost any instinct he ever
revealed. How eagerly he accepted all the qualities of England,
even to the weather and the manners which he at first found
so vile! How ardently he conquered his distastes and converted them into positive afiSnities! Though there was a time
toward the end of his most extended absence from America
when he began to long for it—"Europe has ceased to be romantic to me, and my own country, in the evening of my days, has
become so"—his longing did not survive the visit which he
chronicled in "The American Scene"; and he settled thereafter
into that contentment with England which few but Americans
ever feel. What modern man has been more absolutely a
patriot to his race?
Such patriotism was of course elaborately restrictive. Hardly
another novelist of equal eminence could be mentioned who
knew so little of history. Henry James's narrow range in
speculation appears from the simply boyish letters with which
he acknowledged and approved each of his brother William's
books—apparently, to judge by these letters, the only philosophy
Henry ever read. He seems to have been almost deaf to all
harmonies but those of prose, and never read poetry or listened
to music except at rare intervals and on forced occasions. To
the universe outside the compact Anglo-Saxon park he inhabited
he turned strangely short-sighted eyes. "But I don't at all
agree with you," he wrote Howells, "in thinking that 'if it is not
provincial for an Englishman to be English, a Frenchman
French, etc., so it is not provincial for an American to be
American.' So it is not provincial for a Russian, an Australian,
a Portuguese, a Dane, a Laplander to savor of their respective
countries: that would be where the argument would land you.
I think it is extremely provincial for a Russian to be very
Russian, a Portuguese very Portuguese; for the simple reason
that certain national types are essentially and intrinsically provincial." Neither here nor elsewhere in these letters is there
any real consciousness t h a t the world has other natural centers
of civilization than London. Henry James might be whimsical
when he wrote "civis Britannicus sum," but actually his assumption had always been that there was hardly more outside his
race to be counted in his philosophy than might have been taken
into account by the proudest Spaniard or African or Jew who,
under Augustus, had the right to say "civis Romanus sum."
Thus it was that Henry James, much as he loved Italy, lived in
it so largely as a stranger to its people. Thus it was that,
much as he owed to France, he so often had toward the French
the attitude of a Tory squire of the eighteenth century. Is it
any wonder, then, that he took the trouble to form no opinion
regarding the Dreyfus case, and had little more to say of the
Boer War than that it doubled his income tax, and that he
vaguely hoped our war with Spain might educate Americans
as imperiaHsm had educated the English? And of course no
wonder, then, that the World War found him uncritical, roused
him and interested him as nothing outside his art had ever
done, and so crowded his vision with the personal and daily
heroism which he saw near at hand as quite to shut out all that
was stupid or false or sordid in those who allowed the war
to come at all. It is a strange irony that he who had been a
realist so long should have ended his days in the terrible, red,
bitter-sweet mists of romance.
Happily there went with his limitation, as these letters reveal
even more fully than the novels, his limitation's virtue, the
exquisite and quivering sensitiveness which furnished his art
with its materials. He was indeed too conscious of his nationality—too much, in other words, an American—not to lay his
principal stress upon the adventures and misadventures of other
Americans who, like him but in so many differing spirits, drifted
from time to time into the ancestral garden, to stump crudely
and noisily about the trim parterre. This consciousness gave
him the reputation of being an "international novehst," which
he only partially- deserves. Rather he was a great artist who,
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having been whirled by various accidents into a splendid corner
of the world, there assiduously examined all its denizens and
citizens and visitors and took note of them. He did not look out
for the reason that he could not see out of his corner. His
letters to Stevenson repeatedly complain that imagination cannot
follow even one's dearest friend as far as to the other side of
the globe. "I can't go with you (I mean in the conceptive
faculty and the 'realizing sense'), and you are for the time
absolutely as if you were dead to me—I mean to my imagination of course—^not to my affection or my prayers." Another
letter to Stevenson makes clear how intimate was the connection
in Henry James between his inability to see far and his passion
for vividly seen things in art. "I did make one restriction," he
writes of Stevenson's narrative of his Pacific travels; "I missed
the visible in them—I mean as regards people, things, objects,
faces, bodies, costumes, features, gestures, manners, the introductory, the personal painter-touch. It struck me that you
either didn't feel—through some accident—your responsibility
on this article quite enough; or, on some theory of your own, had
declined it. No theory is kind to us that cheats us of seeing."
And again, writing of "David Balfour" ("Catriona"): "The
one thing I miss in the book is the note of visibility—it subjects
my visual sense, my seeing imagination, to an almost painful
underfeeding. The hearing imagination, as it were, is nourished
like an alderman, and the loud audibility seems a slight the
more on the baffled lust of the eyes—so that I seem to myself (I
am speaking of course from the point of view of the way, as I
read, mj/ impression longs to complete itself) in the presence of
voices in the darkness—voices the more distinct and vivid, the
more brave and sonorous, as voices always are—^but also the
more tormenting and confounding—by reason of these bandaged
«yes. I utter a pleading moan when you, e. g., transport your
characters, toward the end, in a line or two from Leyden to
Dunkirk without the glint of a hint of all the ambient pictures
of the eighteenth-century road." These comments flood with
light Henry James's lack of interest, for his own art, in exotic
materials, his relative unconcern with history, his positive sense
of nakedness in the great, empty reaches of his native land. To
do his best work he needed a narrower field and a straiter
tower, with a minimum of distraction.
All the more, however, finding him thus restricted as to race
and sympathies and images, do we find ourselves admiring the
magnificent passion with which he worked at his art. His
famous Prefaces to his novels and tales are accepted as an indispensable handbook to the art of fiction. No less may his
letters be considered indispensable to those serious students and
fellow-artists who wish to observe a genius massively revolving
and tirelessly experimenting. This does not mean that, like
Cellini, Henry James reveals many personal secrets, or even as
many professional secrets as in his Prefaces; but that he so
clearly lets us see him fitting his great strength to his tasks.
Mere ambition and the desire for money had less to do with his
long struggle to write plays than an instinct to make some larger
use of the powers which he could not help feeling were partly
wasted on the little audience which bought his books. And
something of the same instinct it seems to have been which led
him in 1888 to decide that he would give up novels for a "longish
period": "I want to leave a multitude of pictures of my time,
projecting my small circular frame upon as many different
spots as possible and going in for number as well as quality,
so that the number may constitute a total having a certain value
as observation and testimony." More indisputable evidence of
his strength is the fact that his short stories were always outgrowing the dimensions he planned for them, and his novels
were likely to start off with so generous a stride that if he was
to keep them within decent lengths at all he must drag his
narrative down to its conclusion more rapidly than it had risen.
Also, alas, it must have been his sense of strength—only of
strength foiled and not quite successful—^that made him petulant
toward the success of Thomas Hardy and too frequently plaintive about his own lack of money.
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Where the temptation to quote is irresistible it should not be
resisted. The problem is how to choose among so much that
cries for quoting. But here is a comment upon H. G. Wells in
a letter to Mr. Wells: "I have read you then, I need scarcely
tell you, with an intensified sense of that life and force and
temperament, that fulness of endowment and easy impudence of
genius, which makes you extraordinary and which have long
claimed my unstinted admiration: you being for me so much the
most interesting and masterful prose-painter of your English
generation (or, indeed, of your generation unqualified) t h a t I
see you hang there over the subject scene practically all alone;
a far-flaring even though turbid and smoky lamp, projecting
the most vivid and splendid golden splotches, creating them
about the field—shining, scattered, innumerable morsels of a
huge smashed mirror. . . . Your big feeling for life, your
capacity for chewing u p the thickness of the world in such
enormous mouthfuls, while you fairly slobber, so to speak, with
the multitudinous taste—this constitutes for me a rare and
admirable exhibition, on your part, in itself, so that one should
doubtless frankly ask one's self what the devil, in the way of
effect and evocation and general demonic activity, one wants
more." This about the average person: "I ani rather easily sated,
in the direct way, with the mainly 'broad' and monotonously
massive characters of that type [the type of Weir of Hermiston],
uncouth of sound, and with their tendency to be almost stupidly
sane. History never does them—^never /wts, I think—inadequate
justice . . .; and it's all right and there they numerously and
soundly and heavily were and are. But they but renew, ever
(when reproduced), my personal appetite—^by reaction—for the
handlers of the fiddle-string and the fumblers for the essence."
Now and then Henry James touched the graver rules of life, as
in a letter to Edith Wharton: "I am deeply distressed a t the
situation you describe and as to which my power to suggest or
enlighten now quite miserably fails me. I move in darkness; I
rack my brain; I gnash my teeth; I don't pretend to understand
or to imagine. . . . Only sit tight yourself and go through
the movements of life. That keeps up our connection with life
—I mean of the immediate and apparent life; behind which, all
the while, the deeper and darker and unapparent, in which
things really happen to us, learns, under that hygiene, to stay in
its place. Let it get out of its place and it swamps the scene;
besides which its place, God knows, is enough for it! Live it all
through, every inch of it—out of it something valuable will
come—^but live it ever so quietly; and—je maintiens mon dire—
waitingly!"
C. V. D.

The Agony of a Victorian
Some Diversions of a Man of Letters.
By Edmund Gosse.
Charles Scribner's Sons.
| \ / f R. GOSSE is troubled. When Sully-Prudhomme was ^ c t e d
•^ * to the French Academy in 1881, he was acclaimed as the
best lyric poet of the age; in 1908 Remy de Gourmont called
his verse balderdash. Then, recently, came Mr. Lytton Strachey
with his glittering scalpel and his icy smile. Mr. Gosse is
bravely determined not to be a mere praiser of time past. His
poise is beautiful; he is immensely urbane to the younger critic
and grants the latter's contentions right and left. But he
cannot hide the sadness in his heart at the thought of the cold
young men with something inscrutable in their faces who despise so much that is venerable and beautiful to him. "The
whole study of the fine arts would lead to despair," he exclaims, if we were to admit "that no conceivable principle of
taste exists!" He wants a standard and a criterion wherewith
to confound so much destructive violence and save the gods of
his own youth.
He is really always on the verge of understanding the case
of those young men, but he lets that understanding slip from
his mind. Some inner censor, some piety toward his own
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